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Abstract:
This research focuses on the Internet and the possibilities it offers for improving the translation process, and particularly for translating collocations. Linguee is introduced as a useful search engine for translators. Camtasia Studio, a screen-recording tool, enabled the researcher to observe university-level translation studies students as they translated texts online. Results from this study indicate that students tend to use a limited number of online resources and generally do not take adequate advantage of the assistance offered by the Internet.
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1 Introduction

Language production requires knowledge of grammar and syntax as well as semantic and lexical components. Collocations represent relatively fixed sets of word combinations that play a significant role in natural language production. Since these word combinations do not necessarily agree with those in the translator's own native language, collocations remain the most challenging aspects of both language learning and production. As a non-native speaker, the translator must familiarize himself with constructions such as *a flock of sheep* or *a heavy smoker*, both of which are categorized as collocations. Since every text invariably includes collocations, failure to focus on these unique word combinations can yield disastrous results in a translation (see also Angelone 2007; Firth 1958; Grauer 2009a, b; Hausmann 1989; Holderbaum 2003; Kimmes 2009; Kimmes and Kornelius 2009).

Normally, the recipient is unaware that the word combinations he hears and reads are collocations. Even so, he reacts negatively and intuitively when collocations are incorrectly formed. His response tends to be a basic statement like "We don't say that." A faulty combination is perceived as a break with convention, an offense against normal language patterns. It simply does not sound right to a native speaker. Unfortunately for the translator, norm violations involving one single incorrect collocation can lead to a total rejection of the text, because his translation's credibility has been instantly destroyed.

This imminent threat emphasizes the necessity of providing resources for the translator that support his ability to produce flawless and acceptable texts in his non-native language. Since the translator lacks the intuition that a native speaker possesses to identify both correct and incorrect word combinations, he must rely instead upon reliable tools to select and verify his collocational choices.

The Internet currently provides translators with a wide variety of resources. Section 2 presents Linguee, a new bilingual dictionary that assists the user in quickly searching for collocations. Section 3 is focused on German university students of translation studies and their usage of the Internet during the translation process of documents into English. Section 4 presents the increased translation quality that results from using the diverse tools available on the Internet.
2 Linguee

Grauer (2009b, 51-112) discusses various websites and the successful implementation of their tools during the translation process. Although Linguee (w1) is a new bilingual English-German online dictionary, it warrants further exploration.

Linguee distinguishes itself from other bilingual dictionaries by displaying search results as KWIC (Keyword in Context) concordances instead of as single words, thus elevating it to a form of translation search engine. Linguee search results are derived from bilingual websites that have been previously translated by human translators. These websites include multinational company websites, universities and international organizations. Additionally, documents published by the European Union and patent specifications are included.

Each Linguee result provides links to the original texts from which the concordances were taken, enabling the translator to verify the reliability of each individual search result. Linguee combines the Wiki-system of user-generated content with traditional approaches: Users may rate translation results and also edit them to update information. Additionally Linguee staff check and indicate their approval with a green check mark.

Users may also give negative evaluations, and these are marked with a warning triangle. To accommodate those from English-speaking countries, whose keyboards lack the German special characters, the website provides links for inserting the German umlaut and eszett into the search field.

Currently, this site also provides audio samples of translations in English. German samples may be added later. Figure 1 shows translation solutions preceded by partly filled circles indicating the usage frequency of this translation. This feature assists the translator in selecting the most frequent words for his translation.

Linguee supports multi-word searches, allowing the translator to determine, for example, if his preposition usage is correct. Since Linguee is corpus-based, this approach assists in collocation translation. Studies by Grauer (2009b, 51-112) indicated that German translation students experience great difficulty in finding English language equivalents for German collocations, such as eine Strafe verhängen. Using Linguee, the translator can either search for Strafe or use the entire collocation as a keyword. Both approaches result in the correct
translation: *to impose a penalty*. At the time of the aforementioned study, Linguee was not yet available to the student translators.

Fig. 1: Linguee search result for *Strafe* (w1)

3 Translation students and Internet usage

To better evaluate Linguee's performance in translation tasks, it is necessary to compare it with Grauer's (2009b, 51-112) results. Following this will be a demonstration of how Linguee can be successfully used during the translation process.

In his research at Heidelberg University, Grauer enlisted two groups of translation students who translated a German text into English. Since the focus of the research was translating
collocations, the text contained a number of collocations such as *eine Strafe verhängen*. The first group of subjects was instructed to translate the text into English using any or all Internet resources during translation. The second group was asked to translate only the collocations into English using any or all Internet resources that the students knew. Both trial groups consisted of twenty subjects, and each group was given a time limit of forty-five minutes.

Internet use by both groups of subjects was monitored by means of Camtasia Studio, a screen recording program that creates a video of all screen activity, allowing for a detailed analysis of each subject's Internet usage during the translation process.

### 3.1 The search for *Justizbehinderung*

The translation research text dealt with the conviction of Canadian-born media mogul Conrad Black, and presented various challenges, including both legal terms and collocations. Figure 2 depicts one subject's search for a translation of *Justizbehinderung*. This individual is subject number three from the group that was instructed to translate the entire text. In Figure 2, dotted lines indicate second attempts. The subject began by accessing the bilingual German-English dictionary LEO (w2) and entering *Justizbehinderung* as the search word. Since this search was unsuccessful, the subject then opened a new tab and visited the German Wikipedia site (w3), where he or she entered *Justizbehinderung*. This also produced no results because in German law there is no crime called *Justizbehinderung*; the correct term is *Strafvereitelung*.

Nevertheless Wikipedia did offer a link to the entry on Lewis Libby, the former chief of staff to former Vice President Dick Cheney, who was convicted of perjury and obstruction of justice. The subject followed this link and after some reading looked up the same entry on the English Wikipedia site. Libby's conviction was mentioned at the beginning of the entry. The subject followed the link to "obstruction of justice," and then went back to the Libby entry and followed the link to "perjury," which is equivalent to the German word *Meineid*.

Although these Wikipedia entries offered the required information, the test subject returned to the first tab and made a new attempt to find a translation for *Behinderung* using LEO. Although the entry for "obstruction" indicates that it is used mainly in legal contexts, the
subject continued using LEO to look for the verb *behindern* instead of following this link. When this search produced no information on *Justizbehinderung*, the subject then looked for *Justiz*. In the end, the subject discontinued the search and settled for *hampering justice* in his or her translation.

Fig. 2: search for a translation for Justizbehinderung
This search was an obvious failure, but it cannot be blamed on the websites that were used. Both Wikipedia and LEO offer reliable information about the translation of *Justizbehinderung*. Apparently, the subject was not reading carefully and paying close enough attention. For the translator, time is always a factor, and he or she is not always able to read entire Wikipedia entries. Nevertheless, the German Wikipedia entry on Lewis Libby did contain the German term *Justizbehinderung*, and so the parallel English Wikipedia site would surely provide the translation, *obstruction of justice*.

Online news archives from newspapers such as *The New York Times* (w^4) or an online corpus, such as the *Corpus of Contemporary American English* (w^5) both provide reliable verification of the translated term. Furthermore, LEO could have provided the required translation. The test subject’s second attempt using LEO would have resulted successfully had he or she followed the link to *obstruction*. Two entries can be found about obstruction of justice: *Rechtsbehinderung* and *Behinderung der Justiz*.

Clearly, then, there are various online tools that lead to correct translations.

### 3.2 Text translation results

Figure 3 shows the distribution of websites that were used to translate the entire text. Surprisingly Google (w^15) ranks third among these, representing sixteen percent of all visits. Upon closer examination, these visits were attempts to verify collocations. Unfortunately, the results from a Google search are much less reliable than those from online news archives and language corpora, even though Google’s dominant position worldwide is evidenced by the new verbs *to google* and *googeln*, which have crept into the English and German languages and mean *to look something up on the Internet*.

Wikipedia claimed three percent of the total visits, a remarkably small figure, particularly considering the widespread concern among educators that students turn too quickly to this online encyclopedia. Wikipedia has been proven to be a useful site for translators, provided that they verify their results afterwards (see section 3.1).

Two-thirds of all visits linked students to bilingual German-English dictionaries: forty percent chose LEO, twenty percent visited dict.cc (w^6) and six percent selected PONSlime, currently re-named *PONS.eu* (w^7). Despite their popularity, online dictionaries, though helpful...
translation tools, must be considered alongside a wide array of online resources that includes monolingual dictionaries, news archives and online corpora. Under text-translation conditions, these were sought only eight percent of the time.

Fig. 3: Internet usage for the translation of the text

3.3 The search for *Staatsanwaltschaft*

Figure 4 focuses on the search for a translation of *Staatsanwaltschaft* that was undertaken by subject number two of the collocation translation group. Specifically, the collocation to be translated was *Staatsanwaltschaft fordert*. The subject first searched for the term *Staatsanwaltschaft* using the PONS bilingual online dictionary. Following this, the subject began a Google search for a dictionary under *Wörterbuch Englisch-Deutsch*. This led to dict.cc which the subject opened in a separate tab. After reading the dict.cc results, the subject returned to Google to search for Longman Online (w⁸). Using the monolingual *Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English*, a search was conducted for *prosecution*, *district attorney*, *attorney* and *state attorney*. The subject selected *district attorney*. 
Fig. 4: search for a translation for Staatsanwaltschaft
This translation process demonstrates a successful use of Google to locate useful websites. The subject's search for a bilingual online dictionary resulted in the use of dict.cc. Although this dictionary is Wiki-based and involves user-generated content, it can serve as a valuable translation tool when this is followed by verification, preferably with a reliable monolingual dictionary. Figure 4 indicated that subject two proceeded in this order: Google was used as a portal to the Longman site, where the subject entered the various translations offered by PONS and dict.cc. By using these sites in a procedural way, subject two established a system of checks and balances.

3.4 Results for the collocation translation

Figure 5 depicts the distribution of websites used for collocation translation. When compared with results of the text translation group, remarkable differences can be observed. Above all, Google use increased by twenty-three percent. This dramatic rise indicates that collocation verification was primarily done using Google, while the use of bilingual online dictionaries declined by twenty percent. The values for PONS and dict.cc remain constant, while LEO lost twenty percent. Surprisingly, the only monolingual dictionary used was the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English, with a miniscule one percent value. And even though monolingual dictionaries are highly credible tools for translating collocations, their use declined by three percent.

Google searches clearly outrank research using online news archives, whose value remained a steady four percent. Other website visits declined by one percent, while Wikipedia gained one percent. Relying mainly on Wikipedia is apparently a non-issue for translation students.
4 Using the Internet during the translation process

The following translation scenario involves translating a passage of poetry written by American author and artist, Gwen Frostic:

Once more the air turns cold ... golden eyes
coming in for a landing skid across the clear ice
of the pond ... a spider skips over the snow
and red wings hail the day. (Frostic, 1965)

Since the answer affects the way that this poem is translated, the translator's initial question should be: "Who is the author?" A Wikipedia search yields a short entry that provides basic biographical information about Gwen Frostic. Since she represents a non-controversial topic, the probability of encountering inaccurate information is low. Likewise, a relatively small number of laypeople would likely contribute information to such a specific author, thus increasing the probability that the Wikipedia text was submitted by experts.
Despite its brevity, the Wikipedia entry proves to be useful since it also provides other references, including a link to the official Gwen Frostic Website. Considering that Ms. Frostic was the recipient of five honorary doctorates and was inducted into the Michigan Women's Hall of Fame, it is safe to conclude that Frostic took a scholarly approach to her work. The official Gwen Frostic website will undoubtedly provide additional reliable information, and so we reach the conclusion that a translator can regard Wikipedia as an initial portal for accessing further relevant websites.

In the About Gwen section, the Gwen Frostic website also offers limited information. In the Shop section, the user accesses photos of Gwen Frostic's shop in Benzonia, Michigan. Continued searching reveals photos of Gwen Frostic's library with captions claiming that hers is "perhaps one of the most complete nature libraries in Michigan," leading to the conclusion that she was an expert on Michigan flora and fauna. This thesis is confirmed by browsing her online shop, which features a wide range of artwork involving highly-detailed portrayals of animals, plants and trees. Obviously Gwen Frostic's nature studies influenced her poetry.

Fig. 6: pictures from Gwen Frostic's library; source: (w11)
During the next preparatory phase, the translator must analyze the translation text and mark unknown vocabulary. In this poetic text, terms such as *golden eyes* and *red wings* would seem to imply that birds are its subject. *Coming in for a landing skid across the clear ice of the pond* would indicate an animal with the ability to fly. Reason and experience would indicate that this animal could either be a bird or an insect. However, considering that insects tend to take off and land vertically and do not weigh enough to skid, the animal referred to in Gwen Frostic's poem must be a bird of some kind.

A consideration of *red wings* leads to an identical conclusion. *Wings* implies an animal with flying ability, either an insect or a bird. However, since most insect wings are transparent, *red wings* most likely refers to a kind of bird, probably one with red wing feathers.

The translator's next preparatory step involves looking up unknown vocabulary in monolingual dictionaries, such as *Merriam Webster*. A search for *golden eye* in *Merriam Webster Online* yields no result, although it suggests looking for *goldeneye*. The Merriam Webster entry for "goldeneye" contains the following information:

1. either of two diving ducks (genus *Bucephala*) with small yellow eyes; especially: a large-headed swift-flying Holarctic diving duck (*B. clangula*) with the male having a green head and striking black-and-white markings
2. a lacewing (family Chrysopidae) with yellow eyes

Clearly, the traditional dictionary has its limitations. Now the translator must determine which of the two ducks mentioned in 1. is referred to in Frostic's poetry. In this case, a picture would be helpful to the translator in deciding which equivalent is meant. A bilingual online dictionary, such as LEO, can be used to search for a translation of "golden eye." Although LEO offers *Schellente* as a translation, there is no visual component to assist the user in verifying this choice.

Merriam Webster offers the Latin names for these ducks, enabling the translator to search online for pictures or photos of these particular birds. A Google search for *Bucephala clangula* yields a link to the homepage of *BirdGuides Ltd.* (*w*), a British company that produces videos, books and multimedia software for bird watchers. Obviously this search could also be undertaken using other search engines like Yahoo! (*w*9) or bing (*w*10). *Figure 7* depicts the *BirdGuides* entry for *Goldeneye or Bucephala clangula*. This site offers detailed
information about this particular duck, including its name translated into twelve languages. And this confirms the German translation: *Schellente*.

Another resource is found on Web 2.0. Worldwide, bird watchers represent a large cadre of serious and dedicated individuals who can be considered to be ornithological experts. Websites such as *The Internet Bird Collection* (w^14) can thus be considered to be reliable online resources for translators. *Figure 8* shows an excerpt from the *Goldeneye* entry from *The Internet Bird Collection*.

This sample search underlines the necessity of expanding the translator's range of online resources. Traditional dictionaries offer limited information, but their storage space becomes expanded exponentially when they are offered online. Further, traditional distinctions between dictionaries and encyclopedias are no longer valid in this new model of unlimited online access (see also Holderbaum 1999, 83f).

Although the Internet offers an abundance of information and an accelerated translation process, an optimal translation result is achieved when the translator takes full advantage of the wide range of assistance available online. Total reliance on bilingual dictionaries such as LEO restricts the translator and limits his effectiveness. Only a diversified use of online resources can assist the translator in achieving an acceptable level of quality in his translation solutions.
Fig. 7: BirdGuides entry for Goldeneye; source: \(w^{13}\)
Fig. 8: The Internet Bird Collection entry for Goldeneye; source: (W14)

5 Producing Collocations

5.1 Translation into English

Twenty-one students participated in this translation trial. Figure 9 shows the distribution of correct and incorrect collocations that were produced: Yellow bars indicate the number of correct collocations for each subject, while the blue line indicates the number of incorrect collocations. The bar on the far right indicates the values for the source text.

Even though the source text contained nine collocations, twelve of the translations produced have an equal number or even more. Subject three shows the highest score with sixteen correctly-constructed collocations. In contrast, subject nine produced seven correct collocations and six incorrect collocations. Seen from a mathematical point of view, the chance of constructing an incorrect collocation rises with each collocation used.
Consequently, as the number of collocations rises, a greater number of collocational errors can be expected.

Nevertheless, more than pure chance is involved. Subjects two, three and four rank highest in the number of correctly-constructed collocations, and moreover, they rank lowest in their numbers of collocational errors. This leads to the thesis that there is indeed a collocational competency, and that it can be trained. Subjects eight and nine support this thesis: They produced six and seven correct collocations respectively, and both scores lie beneath the average value of 8.8 in this trial. However, the numbers of collocational errors for these subjects are five and six, and thus are nearly equal to the number of correct collocations.

Well-trained second-language-speakers use collocations with relative ease in conversational situations, while those with a poorly-developed collocational competency generally try to avoid them entirely. Substituting collocations with other word combinations becomes their *modus operandi* to overcome this educational deficit.

![Fig. 9: collocation production for a translation into English](image-url)
5.2 Translation into German

In contrast to the trial involving twenty-one students translating into English, this trial involved a significantly lower number, with fifteen participants. The source text contained 285 words and included fifteen collocations, a remarkably high collocational density. As indicated in Figure 10, the average value for correct collocations is 15.4. Once again, subjects two, three and four attained top scores, with twenty, twenty-one and twenty-two correct collocations, while their numbers of collocational errors lie between one and zero. In contrast, subject six correctly constructed seventeen collocations, but also produced nine collocational errors.

The average value for collocational error is 3.3. Since the translation was done into their native language, this number is remarkably high. Previously, most researchers had concluded that collocation production in the native language was a kind of automatic function, but obviously other factors are involved. Collocational competence is sensitive to the translator's level of stress or well-being.

![Fig. 10: collocation production for a translation into German](image_url)
5.3 Overall Results

Students who are presented with a translation task have a wide range of Internet research skills. Even so, the majority of students rely mainly on one of the following bilingual online dictionaries: LEO, dict.cc or PONS. Despite a range of alternatives that are presented to students in various courses, most gravitate to a single dictionary resource while they are translating.

From this experimental data it becomes increasingly clear that the main challenge in translation education lies in convincing young translators of the desirability of consulting a variety of quality online resources. Collocations must be verified by using large online corpora such as the Corpus of Contemporary American English or The New York Times. A range of online dictionaries should be consulted. In short, diversified and intelligent use of the Internet produces quality translation results.

Refer to Grauer (2009b, 51-112) for further details of experimental results.

Besides the use of different Internet resources, successful collocation production also depends on the translator’s working environment and overall situation, since these clearly influence the produced collocations’ quality. But it has been shown that collocational competency can be improved by training: Those students using the most collocations in their translations also had the smallest rate of collocational errors. Another important finding is that collocation production in the native language is not a highly durable automatic competency, but instead involves a fragile skill.

6 Conclusion

Producing a successful translation of collocations in the target language is dependent upon regular, informed use of available resources. The Internet provides a wide variety of reliable tools for translators: Online bilingual dictionaries, text corpora and image databases provide translators with the capacity to access global resources from the convenience of their own work stations.

Additionally, the Web 2.0 provides a range of reliable user-generated content that greatly enriches the translator’s stock of resources. Access to valuable information involves research
that does not limit itself to Google, LEO and other commonly used sites. Above all, it is essential that translation students gain exposure to the breadth and depth of online tools and resources that are currently available, and that they acquire experience in using these to their full advantage in the translation process. Translator education programs must focus on developing competence in accessing and employing online resources that support authentic and accurate language production.

Another important task is improving the students’ collocational competency. To do so, a first step could be to encourage students to actively improve their passive language skills through concentrated reading and listening exercises, including texts not only in foreign languages but also in their mother tongue. During this, students must be aware of the collocations they read or hear in order to understand the important function of collocations in natural language production. Since the number of collocations in a language seems to be infinite (see Kimmes 2009), they cannot be learned and taught like vocabulary (see Angelone 2007). Thus, the goal is to make students aware of this problem. First, students need to identify a collocation as the problem, and then they can try to solve it using all available resources. This should result in a lower number of collocational errors, not only in the foreign language, but also in the native language.
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